
Category in Soft-Pak Description of Change VER

Soft-Pak

New Version of Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been completed resulting in a more secure application that 

allows for more design flexibility and ensures the latest software capabilities. The new GUI platform also means 

that Soft-Pak can take advantage of increased functionality with supporting GUI for years to come. 

F

Soft-Pak

The Email as PDF option in the Spool File is no longer dependent on the Mailtool application. Non-cloud based 

customers can now email documents from their Spool File as PDFs as part of the standard Soft-Pak software. 

Note: This option was already available for cloud based customers. 

F

Accounting - Reports

Variable Cash Report Enhancements:

- Accounting Period selection criteria field is now in the format of YYMM instead of MMYY. This is

consistent with other reports that also allow the user to narrow results by the Accounting Period.

- Removed Flag Column from Excel Output of Report, received feedback that the field was not being referenced. 

F

Accounting - Reports

Variable Work Order Report Enhancements:

Added the Work Order Purchase Order Number and the Customer Price List to the spreadsheet output of the 

Variable Work Order report. 

F

       Items of High Importance. Customer action may be required.

                               ENHANCEMENTS TO Soft-Pak
                                           VERSIONS F

NOTE: All updates reflected on this list are available in Version F. For changes prior to Version F, please review the user manuals & 

prior version enhancement lists at www.soft-pak.com.

Additional Documentation Available, Please Email Support@Soft-Pak.com for further details on a specific enhancement. 
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Billing / Customer Service

From the Additional Information screen, the Invoice and Statement options can now be set to Spool Separately 

when the customer's PDF Delivery option is set to Emailed or Both Printed and Emailed. An email will be 

generated as normal and if the customer is also receiving a printed PDF bill, the customer will be included in a 

separate batch for all customers set to Spool Separately in the billing run.

F

Billing / Customer Service
On Demand Statements no longer generate a spool file copy of the statement (STMTLF1P). The user has the 

option to do a printed PDF or email PDF.
F

Customer Service
A/R History - Payments F19, Reprint Receipt Email has improved professional appearance and now includes the 

company name and phone number the receipt is being reprinted from. 
F

Customer Service

Future Change Management Enhancements:

- New Menu items added to the Customer Service Menu - #12 Bins/Services Pending Changes & #13 Contract 

Pricing Pending Changes. These new menus allow the user to display a listing of all customers with a pending 

future change. These lists can also be exported to excel.

- Services Future Changes now allows the user to do a Frequency only change.

- Contract Pricing now allows the user to right click on an existing Contract Pricing record and select to do a 

Future Change (FutChg) without having to go into Future Changes and import the Contract Pricing Record. Easier 

and faster way to add new Future Contract Pricing Changes. 

- Contract Pricing records now display the Start and End date for each record, if the record was added or updated 

from the Future Change Management process. 

F

Customer Service - Reports

Variable Customer Report Enhancements:

- Email added as a selection criteria. This allows the user to pull a listing of customers based on the email field 

located on the Customer Profile (known as the General email) and the Additional Information Billing email fields. 

Users can pull all customers regardless if they have an email , Billing Email only, General Email only, Either a 

Billing or General email or customers with no email. 

F
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Customer Service - Reports

Variable Services Report Enhancements:

- Cancelled Cycle added as a selection criteria. The Variable Services report now automatically excludes 

cancelled cycles, user can select to include them by checking the box beside the new Cancelled Cycle option. 

- Service Start and End date range added as a selection criteria. The Service Start and End dates are populated 

from the Future Change Management process. 

- Service Start and End date have also been added to the spreadsheet output of the report. 

- The General Email address from the Customer Profile has been added to the spreadsheet output of the Variable 

Services Report. 

F

Customer Service - Reports

Variable Contract Price Report Enhancements: 

- Contract Pricing Records Start and End date added as a selection criteria. These are the start and ends dates 

that are added to the Contract Price record through the Future Change Management process. 

- The Start and End dates have also been added to the spreadsheet output of the report. 

F
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Customer Service - Reports

Variable Customer Additional Information Report Enhancements:

- Email added as a selection criteria. This allows the user to pull a listing of customers based on the email field 

located on the Customer Profile (known as the General email) and the Additional Information Billing email fields. 

Users can pull all customers regardless if they have an email , Billing Email only, General Email only, Either a 

Billing or General email or customers with no email. 

- Enrolled in Web-Pak selection criteria. This options allows the user to pull a list of customers enrolled in Web-

Pak. In addition, a column  has been added to the spreadsheet output of this report that shows Yes or No Enrolled 

in Web-Pak.

- Web-Pak Billing Admin email address added to spreadsheet output of report. 

- Email Notification selection criteria. This allows the user to pull a list of customers receiving Email Notifications. 

- Statement & Invoice Delivery selection criteria. This allows the user to pull a report based on if the customer is 

receiving Printed Bills - P. Emailed Bills - E,  or Both Printed and Emailed - B. This information is also included on 

the spreadsheet output of the report. 

F

Global Updates

The description field (UDESCR) in the Sales and Adjustment global update process and  SQRY file have been 

reduced from 35 characters to 33 characters. This change will ensure the descriptions are passed correctly from 

the Global Update Process into the Sales and Adjustment batch process since the Sales and Adjustment batch 

process only allows 33 Characters in the description field. 

Note: If you run your own Sales and Adjustment Global Updates, please use the updated Sales and Adjustment 

Global Update Query from the IWSOF library. 

F
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Operations

3rd Eye Integration

Integration with 3rd Eye’s Verify-eye programs, review photos from 3rd Eye in the Soft-Pak software. Key features 

of this process:

- Photos are linked to the customer's account and are viewable from the OBC Activity menus, as well as the 

customer account directly. 

- A photo is automatically taken for every stop without the driver having to manually select to take a photo.

- Customer's can also select to subscribe to 3rd Eye process for identification of overloaded and contaminated 

containers. This process will take photos of overloaded containers and contamination. These photos can then be 

viewed directly in Soft-Pak on a custom menu option.  

F

Operations

The Picture Column in Operations Menu Option #21 View Route Activity and #15 Route Status Display, has been 

modified to indicate if the picture was taken from Mobile-Pak or from 3rd Eye. The Pic column will show as 

follows:

Blank – No Pictures

Y = Mobile-Pak Images Only

T – Third Eye Images

B = Both Mobile-Pak and Third Eye Images

There is also a filter option at the top of each of these screens that allows the user to narrow the results of the 

screen to see Mobile-Pak images, 3rd Eye Images or Both Mobile-Pak and 3rd Eye Images. 

Note: If using Mobile-Pak only the screens will appear as they did previously with a Y to indicate a Mobile-Pak 

image.

F

Operations - Map-Pak

Map-Pak Authentication. To further improve the system security, Map-Pak now requires the user to log in with a 

valid Soft-Pak User ID and password. The user only has to log in every two days as long as they do not select the 

Logout button or clear their cache. 

F

Operations - Map-Pak
When a Company is selected on any of the Map-Pak tabs, Map-Pak will now centers the map based on the 

Company's Yard address in the Company master file instead of the Company's physical address. 
F
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Operations - Map-Pak

Invalid Address Information now displays in Map-Pak. When routes are loaded on the RTES or DPCH tab, if Map-

Pak finds any invalid addresses, a box will display showing a count of how many invalid addresses were identified. 

The user can click on the Invalid Addresses box to see a listing of any stops that could not be plotted on the map. 

F

Operations - MapPoint

Although Microsoft discontinued support of MapPoint in 2014, Soft-Pak continued to try to utilize it as part of the 

software. With the new GUI platform used in Version F, this was no longer possible and the MapPoint interface 

was removed.

Please contact the Soft-Pak Sales Team for alternatives to MapPoint. 

F

Operations - Mobile-Pak
To streamline the Mobile-Pak pictures review process and to ensure optimal performance, Mobile-Pak pictures 

will be stored for one year beginning in Version F. 
F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

The Work Order Completion Email is now part of the standard Soft-Pak software and is no longer dependent on 

the Mailtool application. For Non-cloud based customers this means they can also use this feature without the 

need to purchase the Mailtool software. 

* The Company Master File setting  Work Order Emails Completion Method has been removed since

 this determination is no longer needed. 

F

Operations / Mobile-Pak Added the Device ID to the OBCUH file, field UHDEVID. F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

Filter option added to Driver, Vehicle and Route fields on Mobile-Pak log on screen. Filter icon displays beside 

each of these fields, and allows the driver to type in these codes instead of having to scroll through a list to select 

them. 

The driver can still use the dropdown list if preferred. 

F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

Show Remaining Stops setting added to the Route List settings in Mobile-Pak and to the Mobile-Pak Templates. 

This setting allows the user to turn off the count of remaining stops on a route from displaying in the top left corner 

of the main Mobile-Pak screen. 

This feature is defaulted On. 

F
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Operations / Mobile-Pak

Driver Activity icon added to the top of the main Mobile-Pak screen for easier access. Now the driver will select 

the Activity Icon at the top of the screen instead of having to go into the drop down menu.  

A red bar will then display across the top of the screen showing the driver activity selected and what time it 

started. The driver can then click on the red bar or the Activity icon to end the current driver activity selected. 

F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

Search option added to Mobile-Pak to allow the driver to search the route list by Service Address or Serial#. 

When the record is found, the driver will be positioned to that stop in the route list. If multiple records are found 

matching the search criteria, the driver can select to arrow down through the results.

F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

The Work Order User 1 and User 2 fields were added to Mobile-Pak in version E and displayed with the labels 

User 1 and User 2. 

In Version F, the User 1 and User 2 fields are labeled based on how they are set-up in the Cycle Master on the 

Work Order Options tab for each individual cycle. If the User 1 & 2 field labels are blank in the Cycle Master, they 

will be labeled User 1 and User 2 in Mobile-Pak. 

F

Operations / Mobile-Pak

Custom Notes entered by the driver in Mobile-Pak will now include the Route and Driver code when populated into 

Notepad on the customers account and the service description line on the Work Order. Each customer note will 

begin with [Route/Driver].

- In Mobile-Pak the driver will only be allowed to enter the number of characters allowed which now takes into 

account the [Route/Driver]. This means that up to 12 characters of the custom note could be allotted for this 

additional information depending on how many characters the route and driver code are. 

- Work Order custom notes will wrap to the next line if they go over the number of characters allowed for a work 

order detail line. 

F
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Operations / Mobile-Pak

New Turn by Turn option in Mobile-Pak. Turn by Turn was introduced into Mobile-Pak in version E and has been 

further enhanced in F to process through a new application. The end user experience is almost identical to 

version E with the following enhancements:

- Satellite view option available in addition to map view. 

- Audible 'beep' occurs when the driver arrives at their destination, any time the driver is running Turn By Turn.

F

Operations / RouteSmart

Option to include customers with a future start date in the RouteSmart export process. 

* Please contact Support to activate this feature. 

F

Scale-Pak

Scale-Pak credit card processing has been updated to have the same look and functionality of credit card 

payments processed on the customers account directly. 

Note: Please check user security for all Scale Operators to ensure they have the Charge Card Option on the 

Customer Service tab below Miscellaneous set to Active-Get Auth# and NOT Do Not Use. They will need this in 

order to process credit card payments in Scale-Pak now. 

F

Scale-Pak

Soft-Pak no longer supports the manual entry of credit card payments authorized through other software 

applications. 

Example: a credit card terminal is being used that is not connected to Soft-Pak. 

F

System Administration 
Added Delete Option to Calendar Maintenance. Users can now delete Calendar Records from the Calendar 

Maintenance scan screen and select to delete multiple records at one time. 
F

System Administration  

Pending Future Changes column added to the Customer Prices changes - Bins/Services and Contract Price 

download spreadsheets. 

This allows the user to see if a record has a pending future change before including them in the Customer Price 

Update process. 

F
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System Administration -

Master Files

The OBC Default Dispatcher on the RTE/OBC/LEED tab in the Company Master file has been removed. User 

security is now the only location that determines if a user id is an OBC Dispatcher. 

Note: Users identified as an OBC Dispatcher in user security only receive Mobile-Pak correspondence for 

companies that they have access to, so the Company Level OBC Default Dispatcher field was no longer needed. 

F

System Administration -

Master Files

The System Master (accessed from the Company Master), now has a Separate Routes by Company Default 

option located on the Misc./Settings tab. This allows the system administrator to control if the Create Route 

Sheets Print Option, Separate Routes by Company, should be defaulted to Yes(Checked) or No(Unchecked).

The flag is automatically set to Yes (Checked). 

F

Service Schedule Lookup
Address now displays on the top left corner of the Service Schedule Lookup Calendar. This allows the customer 

to the address associated with the services displayed on the calendar. 
F

Web-Pak
When displaying Services in Web-Pak, Work Orders will now display the description of service from the Work 

Order instead of the service description from the Charge Code master.
F
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